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Daily Message of Mary, Rose of Peace and Mother of the Refugees, transmitted in the Marian
Center of Aurora, Paysandu, Uruguay, to the visionary Friar Elías del Sagrado Corazón

Dear children on mission,

Turkey has shown itself to you as an organized nation, from the humanitarian point of view, to be
able to help in the great immigrant crisis that has still not ended.

While the disagreements and immigrations continue, the world will not have peace. For this reason,
your Heavenly Mother implores the Eternal Father to establish His Justice in the face of so much
cruelty and annihilation of good souls.

My children, the time is indicating that we must continue to pray without ceasing to open in the
Heavens the extremely powerful stream of Divine Mercy that will be able to lead to Heaven the
souls that were imprisoned and decapitated by the adversary.

The board of the Armageddon is still at stake to define who will win the last battle in the coming
time.

While chaos manifests in the world, and above all in the lives of the refugees, dear missionary
children, may your main purpose be maintaining inner peace wherever you go and the warm smile
of love and of fraternity that My children of the Middle East need. It is in this way, My children,
that your Heavenly Mother is able to embrace everybody and place them under Her protective
Mantle.

Dear children, the Turkish nation has been a school of maturity and of inner definition for each of
you, just as it was for your Heavenly Mother when She was in this region to finalize the synthesis of
Her existence.

May your synthesis be to define yourselves as a missionary group for the end of times, available to
accomplish the call of the Celestial Hierarchy, just as you have done until now.

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who blesses and guides you, together with you on mission,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace and Mother of the refugees


